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Development Activities Meeting Report (Version: 06/24/2020) 

This report created by the Neighborhood Planner and included with staff reports to City Boards and/or Commissions. 

Logistics Stakeholders 

Project Name/Address: 1411 E. Carson St (façade 
renovation) 

Groups Represented (e.g., specific organizations, 
residents, employees, etc. where this is evident): 
 
 
South Side Community Council 
Local Review Committee 
Area residents 
Friends of South Side Park 
 
Applicant 
DCP Staff 

Parcel Number(s): 3-H-118 

ZDR Application Number: DCP-ZDR-2022-06394 

Meeting Location: Zoom 

Date:  August 18, 2022 

Meeting Start Time: 6pm (this actual presentation started 
at ~6:50pm) 

Applicant: Nexus Real Estate (Craig Lydon) Approx. Number of Attendees: 14 

Boards and/or Commissions Request(s): HRC for renovation to storefront in the East Carson Street Historic District 

How did the meeting inform the community about the development project? 

Ex: Community engagement to-date, location and history of the site, demolition needs, building footprint and overall 

square footage, uses and activities (particularly on the ground floor), transportation needs and parking proposed, 

building materials, design, and other aesthetic elements of the project, community uses, amenities and programs. 

End of 2021/early 2022 Nexus Real Estate purchased 1411 E. Carson Street. Plan to put in a new storefront window. 

Showed pictures of existing storefront. Two entrance doors now, one into storefront and one into apartments above. 

Plan to eliminate existing wall and eliminate the existing alcove and have top-to-bottom storefront glass run all the 

way across and connect with two new doors that would replace the existing doors. Plan to use dark bronze aluminum 

and 1-inch glass throughout. Showed plans for renovated storefront. Current tenant, which is a nail salon, is likely not 

planning to add new signage; would use new glass, if approved to use sticker or vinyl signage in window. 

 

Had available and briefly showed more details of engineering/design work on components of storefront and had the 

cut sheets for the glass. Company installing glass will be Expert Glass, which does most of storefront glass for their 

company.  

Input and Responses 

Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

Was this building condemned at one point?   
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

This was where Highway Robbery was, and it moved because of a structural 
problem.  

We’ve had it inspected since then. 
There are no structural issues and 
we have occupancy permits for 
store and apartment. Just looking 
to update storefront to make more 
curb appeal and want to keep 
historic color and so that’s why 
choosing the dark bronze 
aluminum to blend in with 
storefront area.  

[To LRC:] How do you think eliminating that alcove will go past HRC?  

First look at if the building is contributing or non-contributing. That designation 
was once official with a data binder on every property in district and style and 
what’s changed, what’s original. Those have been lost. HRC claims they don’t 
know where it is. South Side Local Development doesn’t know. I never had one. 
But question is if building is roughly what it was like in 1880s or 1890s when built, 
or if it has been significantly changed. This one has been significantly changed. Did 
you read the guidelines and which points in the guidelines do you think you’re 
complying with or not?  

I sent guidelines to both our 
engineers and glass installation 
company, who told me they went 
through everything in the 
guidelines and made it compliant 
with the recommendations, in 
making this entire plan. That’s what 
they told me.  

Some of existing recessed alcove, especially the door on right, may be original or 
historic, since wood door with glass panel. Other door with air conditioner has 
been altered and likely more recently changed.  
 
The storefront glass is a period of 1920s or 30s when PPG and other 
manufacturers made a pre-fab system for storefronts so around that time, we 
started seeing people replacing older wood storefronts with systems that may 
have a terrazzo base (and with unsightly vents) and thin bronze or brass thin 
metal system and full glass panels. This storefront overall is a mish-mash of 
multiple things. Guidelines speak to elements worthy of preservation and HRC 
likely won’t let you just rip this all out and get full demolition permitted.  
 
Storefront patterns in the district often have a base with a middle glass panel and 
then a transom. This storefront likely changed in 30s to just have a base and 
storefront glass. We have not advocated ripping that out to do what you propose 
with glass all the way from top to sidewalk. You’d want to break that up to have a 
base, even if small, to match district pattern.  
 
Also, the recessed alcove is important. Having these doors open directly onto the 
sidewalk is an issue. It’s also a bit clumsy the way presented, with both doors next 
to each other with one door going upstairs and other door into store. I’m also not 
sure if as new store you’d get ADA approval, especially on retail side, for the 
clearances to get in. That is a likely design flaw and code issue even separate from 
HRC. There are a number of items here that don’t comply.  

Ok  

You’re invited to meet with us at LRC next Tuesday.  Ok. 
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Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

[Back and forth clarifications among SSCC and LRC re: the terrazzo base with vents 
in front].  Two hurdles: (1) is that portion of storefront recognized as a later 
addition of a certain historic period (1930s/1940s). We’ve lost some of these 
types of storefronts in district and they are bit more coveted. (2) If do allow to 
demolish, can play with dimensions, but need some kind of base and base also 
plays an important functional role, as it is cleaner, and when consider Carson 
Street during winter.  

 

You may want to have designers also attend LRC alongside you, and see YouTube 
recording of this DAM as reference.  

Ok perfect.  

More info or guidance on signage for person leasing? Sometimes signs, even if not 
permanent, since taking up entire window, can be a concern to us. I saw 
something on window there.    
 
Yeah I could see inside the store.  

Yeah, just a sticker of name of store 
and it is a 2x2 sign. It doesn’t 
obstruct anything. Can see directly 
into store.  

Maybe making sure it’s not neon. No, it’s just a sticker.  

Is there any restriction on putting vinyl branding on glass within historic corridor?   

East Carson Street sign guidelines want signage on sign board. There is a square 
footage amount allowed for signage. Varies by projecting sign or banner sign or 
monument sign, etc. Here we’d advocate for including business name on sign 
board where historically it would go as first choice. Then, underlying zoning 
guidelines (though not in district sign guidelines) limits things to solely business 
name and maybe street address.  
 
Then gets jurisdictional – if on façade, will have to comply with guidelines. If 
inside store behind the glass, it’s beyond purview of HRC. We tell businesses that 
they can get wild and crazy inside their store beyond the glass.  
 
I think some stores have been putting vinyl on their glass. Not exactly in 
guidelines. Talks about opacity, transparency, and generally says no frosting or 
tinting. People disagree over some elements of what is allowed or not allowed 
and is a gray area, so depends on HRC.   
 
We’d advocate putting your business name on sign board.  

 

[SSCC lead] I’ll connect you with LRC.  Thank you very much.  

[SSCC lead shared next steps and opportunities for public comment]   

Other Notes 

DCP staff also shared the following in the Zoom chat immediately prior to this DAM, as part of an earlier DAM, which 
was referenced in this DAM as well:   
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"Wall signs shall be a maximum of two (2) square feet in area for every lineal foot of the building frontage, up to a 
maximum of forty (40) square feet. Maximum lettering size shall be eighteen (18) inches." 
“From the East Carson Street Historic District design guidelines: 
https://apps.pittsburghpa.gov/dcp/11_East_Carson_Street_Sign.pdf ” 

Planner completing report: Thomas Scharff 

https://apps.pittsburghpa.gov/dcp/11_East_Carson_Street_Sign.pdf

